Design and Evaluation of a Multi-degree-of-freedom Piezoelectric Microactuator and its Applications
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Abstract: A novel multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) microactuator was developed using a symmetric piezoelectric plate and a Ni–Co alloy micro-pusher element. A LIGA-like technique was employed to manufacture a Ni–Co alloy micro-pusher, which was then attached at the midpoint of the long side of a piezoelectric plate with dual electrodes to construct a symmetric piezoelectric pusher element (SPPE). The proposed approach integrates the concept of bricks and three different SPPE vibration modes were designed to develop a MDOF motion platform able to rotate a spherical device along three perpendicular axes. This MDOF microactuator consisted of a stator and a rotor. The stator was created from two mutually orthogonal sets of parallel SPPEs to form a MDOF motion platform, and the rotor was a spherical device. Experiments demonstrated the MDOF microactuator with working frequencies along the X, Y, and Z axes of 223.4 kHz, 223.2 kHz, and 225 kHz, respectively, and the respective rotation speeds reached 50 rpm, 52 rpm, and 180 rpm. This MDOF microactuator may be used in a number of applications, such as sun-tracking systems for green energy harvesters and devices which can – eyeball-like - simultaneously and autonomously rotate along three axes for use in the biomedical field.
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Introduction

Recent advances have been made in the accuracy of micromechanical devices and micro-optic devices, raising the need for small and high-precision actuators. In addition, robots are being miniaturized to produce human-like motion, and such robots require microactuators that can generate dexterous, precise motions, such as multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) microactuators. Electromagnetic and piezoelectric actuators are currently widely available. Electromagnetic actuators are constructed using components such as magnetic materials, coils, gears, and screws, and induce a magnetic force to move the rotor, achieving multi-degree motion; however, the magnetic field strength is limited by the size of the microactuator, and reducing the size of the components results in a corresponding reduction in energy output. Magnetic actuators are inefficient in the power range below 30W [1]. Therefore, an electromagnetic actuator is unfavorable for miniaturization for use as a high-power microactuator. Piezoelectric actuators are designed using a different vibration mode and can easily achieve multi-degree motion, and hence these actuators have a relatively simple structure and are much smaller in terms of volume and weight than electromagnetic actuators. In other words, the piezoelectric actuator employs a frictional force to drive the spherical rotor. According to the scaling law, as the scale decreases, the electromagnetic force decreases more rapidly than the friction force [2]. Therefore, piezoelectric actuators are suitable for applications requiring miniaturization.

Current multi-DOF piezoelectric microactuators can be classified into two groups based on their driving methods: ring-shaped vibrators with traveling waves, and
pusher-shaped vibrators with standing waves. Ring-shaped vibrators generally have a disk-like structure, whereas pusher-shape vibrators are rectangular and have a pusher. In the early 1990s, Toyama et al. developed a ring-shaped multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator based on the driving principle of a traveling wave [3], which was the forerunner of the current multi-degree piezoelectric actuators. In 2001, Takemura et al. [4, 5] designed a multi-DOF micro-actuator with a cylindrical configuration that could generate three vibration modes: two bending and one longitudinal. Applying a different driving frequency to the electrodes on a piezoelectric plate generates a dual-phase mode to drive the ball rotor, achieving multi-degree motion. These studies achieved rotor rotation along each axis by employing microactuators that use a ring-shaped vibrator and a dual-phase mode to drive the ball. Takemura et al. [6] developed a multi-DOF piezoelectric microactuator with a compact plate stator and a spherical rotor that used pusher-shaped vibrators with a dual-phase mode. Otokawa [7] proposed a multi-DOF piezoelectric microactuator consisting of four pusher-shaped vibrators with a single-phase mode. Single-phase mode multi-DOF microactuators with pusher-shaped vibrators commonly use a resonant frequency to create independent vibration modes in each piezoelectric plate, thus allowing the rotor to rotate on three perpendicular axes. Therefore, multi-DOF microactuators driven by a single phase are simpler and easier to downsize than dual-phase microactuators [8]. A single-phase mode actuator was developed by switching different single-phase modes for each vibrator to promote rotor movement [9], whereas dual-phase mode actuators must be simultaneously excited by the longitudinal vibration mode and the bending vibration mode to create a motion trajectory [10, 11]. The driver circuit of the dual-phase mode actuators requires at least two groups of driving signals to achieve synchronization resonance, but it is difficult to precisely control the two frequencies that must be in complete mutual correspondence.

This study proposes a novel multi-DOF piezoelectric microactuator with pusher-shaped vibrators, which only requires the combination of three vibrators driven by a single phase to move a hemisphere concentrator lens along three perpendicular axes. The proposed system is then applied to a pocket sun-tracking system and a high-power eyeball-like microactuator.

**DESIGN AND FABRICATION**

*Structure of the SPPE Element*

A driving voltage was applied on a square piezoelectric plate with a piezoelectric strain constant of $d_{33}$, generating an extension/contraction movement at the edges of the plate. A symmetric piezoelectric pusher element (SPPE) was then designed using two square piezoelectric plates to form a rectangular piezoelectric plate based on this extension/contraction movement. For the SPPE element, SPPE polarization occurred along the thickness dimension (Z direction), which generated the $d_{33}$ piezoelectric strain constant (Figure 1). Two symmetric square electrodes A and B were then placed on the front side of the large surface (X–Y plane). Each electrode covered one-half of the surface, whereas the rear surface had a single electrode that served as a common drain. The micro-pusher was attached at the midpoint P of one long edge of the piezoelectric plate. Movement of the midpoint P in different directions was achieved by switching the applied voltage between the symmetric electrodes.

![Structure of a symmetric piezoelectric pusher element (SPPE).](image)

Figure 1. Structure of a symmetric piezoelectric pusher element (SPPE).

Figure 2 shows the fabrication process for the micro-pusher using an LIGA-like technique. This micro-electroforming technique was used to electrodeposit metals onto a structure defined by photoresist masks. The micro-pusher was formed after removing the photoresist masks. Figure 2 shows the sputtering of the Au seed layer, the photolithograph process using photoresist SU-8, and the Ni-Co electroformation to fabricate the micro-pusher. An electroforming layer of low stress and high hardness was required; thus, 0.5% of stress-reducing agents were added, and the current density was controlled to reduce...
the internal stress to zero. The electrolyte compositions and operating instructions were as those used by Shen et al. [12]. The substrate was then immersed in a stripper to remove the micro-pusher, and a Ni–Co alloy with a Vickers hardness value (HV) of approximately 550 was applied to develop the SPPE. The length, width, and thickness of the micro-pusher were 1.5 mm, 3 mm, and 0.5 mm, respectively. The micro-pusher was mounted at midpoint P of the SPPE X–Z plane to enhance its driving capability. This novel SPPE structure completely avoids the abrasion problem of ceramic micro-pushers by adopting a Ni–Co alloy micro-pusher.

![Figure 2. Micro-pusher fabrication process using an LIGA-like technique.](image)

**Dynamic Analysis of the SPPE**

The SPPE is excited by generating a signal on one of the electrodes on the front side. This excitation signal is the resonant frequency of a vibration mode of the SPPE. This mode is that of a two-dimensional standing wave, and can be viewed as the superposition of standing waves in two directions. Applying a driving voltage on the SPPE can generate micro-pusher movement in different directions. Therefore, the displacement of the micro-pusher (i.e., midpoint P) can be expressed as

\[
\left( \frac{u_x}{-2A_x \cos \lambda \cos \xi \sin \varphi} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{u_y}{2A_y \sin \lambda \cos \xi \cos \varphi} \right)^2 = 1.
\]

(1)

where \(u\) is the displacement, \(A\) is the amplitude, and \(\lambda\) and \(\xi\) are the wave numbers. The micro-pusher displacement can be expressed as in (1) because the SPPE has a standing-wave driving component.

Equation (1) shows that when \(\varphi = 0\) or \(\varphi = \pi\), the micro-pusher has a straight-line trajectory along the Y direction or X direction, and when \(\varphi = 0\) or \(\varphi = \pi\), the micro-pusher has an elliptical trajectory. Consequently, the micro-pusher amplitude along a line is inclined with respect to the plate surface. Based on Eq. (1), the three vibration modes of the SPPE can be obtained when both electrodes A and B are simultaneously excited with the signal-phase mode. This is defined as mode \((1, 1)\) and \(\varphi = 0\). This indicates that the micro-pusher has no displacement in the X direction and a straight-line trajectory in the Y direction. When only electrode A is excited, this is defined as mode \((1, 0)\). In this case, the micro-pusher moves in the direction of the inclination at Quadrant I. When only electrode B is excited, this is defined as mode \((0, 1)\). In this case, the micro-pusher moves in the direction of the inclination at Quadrant II.

The driving principle of the multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator is based on the movement of midpoint P, which is generated by the vibration of the SPPE. Therefore, this study used ANSYS software to investigate the behavior of the SPPE and to design the multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator. In the simulation, the PZT material properties of \(d_{33}\), electromechanical coupling coefficient, quality factor, and density were 171 pm/V, 0.34, 1800, and 7.75 g/cm\(^3\), respectively. The fixed points of the SPPE were designed on the oscillation nodes to prevent the vibration mode from reducing the driving efficiency of the multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator. The simulation results demonstrate that the fixed nodes could be located in two zones on the long side of the SPPE, at 3.5–4.5 mm and 11.5–12.5 mm.

A driving voltage was applied to electrodes A and B to verify the trajectory of the micro-pusher. By generating different vibration modes, the SPPE produced three different trajectory directions on the micro-pusher. Table 1 shows the dynamic SPPE behavior of the micro-pusher under a certain driving voltage and different vibration mode. Table 1(A) shows the vibration mode \((1, 1)\), in which both electrodes A and B are excited. Table 1(A)(II) shows that when the driving voltage is in the peak position \((V = V_{\text{max}})\), the micro-pusher of the SPPE exhibits an extension movement in which the micro-pusher moves in a straight line and achieves maximum displacement in the Y direction. Table 1(A)(IV) shows that when the driving voltage is in the trough position \((V = V_{\text{min}})\), the micro-pusher of the SPPE exhibits a contracting movement. In Table 1(A)(I) and 1(A)(III), when the driving voltage is at position \((V = 0)\), the...
micro-pusher of the SPPE is stable. The motion points can be obtained from the excitation electrode toward the floating electrode (Tables 1(B) and 1(C)). Therefore, this study employs two parallel SPPEs to design and fabricate the multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator.

Design of the MDOF microactuator

The structure of the MDOF microactuator is shown in Figure 3(a), and includes a spherical device, four pairs of SPPEs, conductive springs, and a prototype of the MDOF eyeball-like microactuator as shown in Figure 3(b). To construct the MDOF motion platform, the micro-pushers were placed at the midpoint P of each SPPE by surface mount technology, and the four pairs of SPPEs were arranged on each side of a square grid on the substrate, mimicking LEGO® bricks. The micro-pushers were fabricated from Ni-Co alloy, which allows the vibration energy generated by the SPPE to be efficiently transmitted to the micro-pushers, thus enhancing drive efficiency.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the MDOF microactuator and (b) Prototype of the MDOF microactuator.

The driving principle of the MDOF microactuator is mainly the conversion of vibration energy by the micro-pusher into thrust force, which causes the spherical device to rotate. Three types of vibration modes in combination with different arrangements of SPPEs were used to generate thrust force, making the rotor rotate along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. Figure 4 demonstrates how the MDOF motion platform enables the spherical rotor to rotate along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. Figure 4(a) shows that, to drive the spherical rotor to rotate clockwise along the X-axis, a negative voltage signal (V=V1) needs to be applied on electrodes A and B of SPPE (I) with vibration mode (1,1) to cause its micro-pusher to move in the (-)Z-direction by contraction; at the same time, a positive voltage signal (V=V1) must be applied on electrode A of SPPE (K) with vibration mode (1,0) to cause its micro-pusher to move in the (+)Y- and Z-directions by extension; and finally a positive voltage signal (V=V1) needs to be applied on electrode B of SPPE (L) with vibration mode (0,1) to cause its micro-pusher to move in the (+)Y- and Z-directions by extension. Therefore, combining the four individual movements generated by each SPPE, the spherical rotor can be driven to rotate in the direction of the X-axis.

Figure 4(b) shows that, to drive the spherical rotor to move clockwise along the Y-axis, a positive voltage signal (V=V1) needs to be applied on electrode B of SPPE (J) with vibration mode (1,1) to cause its micro-pusher to move in the (+)Z-direction by extension; a positive voltage signal (V=V1) must be applied on electrode A of SPPE (K) with vibration mode (1,0) to cause its micro-pusher to move in the (+)Y- and Z-directions by extension; a negative voltage signal (V=V1) also needs to be applied on electrodes A and B of SPPE (K) with vibration mode (1,1) to cause its micro-pusher to move in the (-)Z-direction by contraction; and a positive voltage signal (V=V1) must be applied on electrodes A and B of SPPE (L) with vibration mode (1,1) to cause its micro-pusher to move in the (+)Z-direction by extension. This combination of the four individual movements generated by each SPPE causes the spherical rotor to move clockwise along the Y-axis.

Table 1. The dynamic SPPE behavior of the micro-pusher under a certain driving voltage and different vibration modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vibration mode</th>
<th>Excitation signal</th>
<th>Behavior of the SPPE motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode (1,1)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode (1,0)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode (0,1)</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, Figure 4(c) shows that, to drive the spherical rotor to move clockwise along the Z-axis, a positive voltage signal \( V = V_s \) needs to be applied on electrode A of SPPEs (I), (J), (K) and (L) with vibration mode \((1,0)\) to cause the micro-pushers to move in the (+)X- and Z-directions (I), the (-)X- and (+)Z-directions (J), the (+)Y- and Z-directions (K), and the (-)X- and (+)Z-directions (L), respectively. Thus, combining the four individual movements generated by each SPPE, the spherical rotor can be driven to move clockwise along the Z-axis.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. Clockwise rotation along (a) the X-axis; (b) the Y-axis; and (c) the Z-axis.

**MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT**

The load characteristics of MDOF eyeball-like micro-actuators, including the relationships between rotation speed, rotor diameter, and weight, were investigated. Figure 5(a) shows the characteristics of the multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator. The driving frequency of the hemisphere concentrator lens in the X-, Y-, and Z-directions of clockwise rotation were 223.4, 223.2, and 225 kHz, with rotation speeds of 50, 52, and 180 rpm, respectively, at a driving voltage of 30 Vpp. Figure 5(b) shows that, when the driving frequency reached the resonant frequency of each axis, the driving voltage was proportional to the rotation speed. When the drive voltage was 50 Vpp, the rotation speeds along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis were 90, 93, and 320 rpm, respectively. These results indicate that the rotation speeds along the X- and Y-axes are significantly lower than those along the Z-axis.

Thus, rotation in the direction of the Z-axis is more efficient because the micro-pusher is better able to achieve rotation of the hemisphere concentrator lens along the Z-axis in the direction of inclination. However, for rotation of the hemisphere concentrator lens along the X- and Y-axes, the micro-pushers must be pushed in the vertical and oblique directions, and the weight of the hemisphere concentrator lens must be overcome. The difference in speed between the X and Y-axis movements is primarily due to differences in each SPPE caused by the polarization process, which in turn leads to differing degrees of thrust between the hemisphere concentrator lens and the micro-pusher.

![Figure 5](image)

(b) Relation of driving voltage and rotation speed of multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator.

Figure 5. Characteristics of multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator.

Figure 6 shows the measured rotating accuracy of the multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator. The experiment in this study demonstrated that the 2 x 2 pocket sun-tracking system is driven by different modes and rotates around the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. Given 3 Vpp and a drive signal duty cycle of 5 ms on a multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator, the rotating accuracies of the 2 x 2 pocket sun-tracking system were 0.022°, 0.022°, and 0.007°, and the driving frequencies along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes were 223.4, 223.2, and 225 kHz, respectively. Therefore, the 2 x 2 pocket sun-tracking system can...
rotate slowly with the light source (Figure 7). In addition, Figure 8 shows the high-power MDOF eyeball-like microactuator under different degrees of rotation. The MDOF motion platform was used to drive a spherical CCD and achieved multi-degree motion for precise positioning. The proposed multi-DOF piezoelectric actuator can be applied to 2 x 2 pocket sun-tracking systems for use in green energy harvesters.

**Conclusion**

A MDOF microactuator was developed using symmetric piezoelectric plates and Ni–Co alloy micro-pusher elements. An innovative Ni–Co alloy micro-pusher with an HV value of 550 was designed and subsequently attached at the midpoint P of the long side of a piezoelectric plate to construct an SPPE. Three different vibration modes were designed to develop a high-power MDOF microactuator based on the concept of LEGO® bricks. The characteristics of the MDOF microactuator were measured, and the driving frequencies for rotation of a spherical rotor of 350 g along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes were found to be 223.4 kHz, 223.2 kHz, and 225 kHz, respectively, while the clockwise rotation speed of the spherical rotor along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes reached 50 rpm, 52 rpm, and 180 rpm, respectively, at a driving voltage of 30Vpp. In summary, an MDOF microactuator was successfully developed. In the future, this MODF microactuator may be used for a number of applications, such as sun-tracking systems for green energy harvesters and eyeball-like devices for use in the biomedical field.
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